
As the rain sheeted down outside, the lure of
the roaring log fire was hypnotic. Like rather
bedraggled moths to a flame, we dragged
ourselves onto the comfy red leather settees,
and warmed ourselves before the dancing
flames.

The Silver Fox & I were early for lunch, so we
investigated the extensive draught beer selection,
working our way along the generous bar, from left
to right. We were about to reset left, when our
impersonation of a human typewriter was
thwarted, and we were shown to our table,
tastefully decorated in black & cream, reflecting the
Chequers motif. 

Purely in the course of due diligence, we chose our
wines by the glass - 16 of them, kept under
vacuum in a Verre de Vin, not to mention the
champagne and sparkling wines, catering for both
the familiar and the adventurous.

So armed with an adventurous Brazilian Pinot
Grigio and a familiar Australian Reserve
Chardonnay, we tucked into our sublime starters
from the adventurous set menu - crab risotto for
me and mushrooms in truffle oil for the Silver Fox.

A hulking fish pie then materialised, peeking out
from beneath a duvet of fluffy mash, whilst my
pork belly came delicately presented on a wooden

platter, with triple-cooked chips nestling alongside
in their own basket. I had been hoping for some
leftovers, but the Fox had made a clean kill, and
was now busy polishing the edges of his bowl,
pronouncing himself extremely satisfied.
Meanwhile, the Rioja had mysteriously evaporated,
so we moved on down the wine list, to an organic
Sangiovese, pleasurably dry, with soft tannins.

It was still distinctly bandit weather outside, so
rather than take any chances, we decided to stay
put, and collect our just desserts. My popcorn
pannacotta was attractively presented on a black
slate slab, the creamy hinterland juxtaposed against
the salted caramel outskirts. For somebody who
‘never eats dessert’, the Fox had done a surprisingly
efficient job, only a few crumbs providing a clue to
the deep purple blackberry and almond slice that
had sat there a few moments previously.

As we lingered over coffee, conversation turned to
the blackboard story of the Secret Highwayman
behind us, whose harness was evidently
discovered last century, hidden in the pub’s
chimney breast. We decided that as smash and
grab raids went, he could have done worse than
to have simply stayed inside at The Chequers -
cooking of this quality, really is a steal.
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Matt Wright visited The Chequers at Burcot and sat down with owner
Steve Sanderson and his partner Jade, to chat about food, wine,
German kitchen equipment and the only non-Italian wine to ever
receive a papal blessing.
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“‘Locally-sourced’ is in danger of 
becoming an over-used cliché. We

make every effort, but it has to be good
enough - it’s quite easy to cook well
with great produce, but you can’t

do much without it”

Q. Biggest Inspiration?
A. “Growing up it was Marco Pierre White, but now it’s probably
a variety of chefs - Heston for his innovation, Brett Graham for
his stunning use of flavours, and Tom Kerridge for what he's
done for pub cooking. I really admire any chefs who promote
good food to a wider audience, which is something I’m looking
to do with primary schools in Oxford in 2014 - I think it's vital
that children grow up with an understanding, and hopefully a
passion, for what they eat.”

Q. Proudest Achievement?
A. “Anytime I launch a new menu... but then I get bored quite
easily! [Then, after some prompting from his partner Jade] Well,
I took over a tired pub, where all the food was microwaved, did
it up all by myself, and turned it into a food destination venue,
where everything is made fresh, on-site, and in a top-end
restaurant kitchen.”

Q. Favourite food?
A. “I grew up in a South London, surrounded by many different
cooking cultures, so I've always been fascinated by food. I guess
I'd have to say my favourite food was anything my Mum used
to cook - those early childhood memories are so important to
me, as they formed the basis of my understanding of flavours.
That feeling of 'home cooking nostalgia' is something I aspire to
recreate in my restaurant.”

Q. Favourite kitchen gadget?
A. “Oh, there are lots, but at the moment it’s probably my
Thermomix, a German machine which basically does everything;
cooks, chops, steams, can be used to be make custards, sauces,
stock... I could go on... but I'd better stop there!.”

Q. You have a very impressive wine list - Why so
extensive?
A. “Well, I love wine... we both love wine! The list has been
painstakingly put together - we use 3 different wine suppliers to
ensure the best in class, and there are some really interesting
wines on our list, including the only Spanish wine that has ever
been bought by the Vatican.”

Q. What does 2014 hold for The Chequers?
A. “We want to keep building upon our reputation for great food,
but we’re also looking to add accommodation - if all goes to
plan, we’ll get have 8 rooms by Summer 2014.”

Q. Finally, a couple of phrases to describe The Chequers
A. “Everyday special occasions”
“Passionate people trying to go places”


